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ATC Newsletter September 2020

CEO's Greetings
An unpredictable spring and summer
turns to an autumn when anything can
happen.
This month’s newsletter brings you our
latest Brexit analysis from the UK, an
exciting new resource from Slator on
ISO certification, and looks ahead to all
of the other ways the ATC will continue
to support you into 2021.
The ATC’s comprehensive Language Industry Survey took a breather this year,
but we’re delighted to exclusively share with our members the results of the UK
Language Industry Pricing Study 2020.
Raisa McNab
Chief Executive Officer

Brexit Roundup
The ATC’s Brexit Roundup and Brexit Immigration Report bring you the latest on
what to expect and how to prepare for the end of the transition period, business
and recruitment from 1 January 2021.

READ MORE

ISO Certification and Quality Management
Slator’s comprehensive new Pro Guide: ISO and Quality Management for
Language Service Providers is the ultimate resource for language service
providers to successfully achieve ISO certification and scale
quality management across the company.

READ MORE

UK Language Services Pricing 2020
The results of the UK Language Services Pricing Study 2020 can be accessed
exclusively by ATC Member companies.
What services do SME companies offer?
Do smaller companies charge more or less than large ones?
What are the average rates for translation, interpreting, MTPE and other
services?

What’s the split between private and public sector work in the UK, and how
do rates relate?

READ MORE

GDPR and Personal Data in Translation
The ATC has been granted funding by the EUATC to produce language industry
specific guidance and resources to help language service companies across
Europe manage personal data in translation and its transfer outside EU and EEA
countries.

READ MORE

Upcoming Member Guides
The ATC exists for its members, and providing you with industry-specific guidance
is what our Business Support Committee does. Here are some of the upcoming
members-only guides coming your way soon:
ATC templates for client and supplier terms & conditions
ATC guide to internships
ATC guide to IR35 and employment relations with freelancers

Associate Members
Almeida General Services
Language Perspective
Legal Base WRX
Manuela Junghans
Speedy Legal O3 Translation
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